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Solitude 

In the early morning 
before the dawn of day, 

I awoke to walk 
the path through the woods 

to the beach and the sea . 
And I sat and gazed upon 

the sunrise. 
The ocean was calm, 

the morning was fresh, 
and my solitude was complete. 

C. S. D. Spacher 
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,. ' . Bill Holowka 
Watercolor 

15 X 15½ 

patch work quilt 

nestled close 
to frigid torso 

after 
the kindled fire 

dwindled 

after 
the oil lamps 

put out 

a 
creation 

of odd pieces 
forms the blanket 

(to my soul) 

Ed Hettig 
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pre •eve 

(being alone ) 

in a black and white world 

(Nature isnt beau 

tiful its just there ) 

skies 

are 

a 

w 

a 

y 

s 

a 

grey and 

n 

the sun is 

a blob 

an obstruction 

and darkness 

are my only 

companions 

Karen Wc isshaar 
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a t ree 

a tree 

(one of many 

towering pillars 

support ing 

the mid

night 

ve lvet 

sky polka 

dotted 

with 

stars) 

stands 

proud ly 

bathing in 

moonlight. 

Karen Weisshaar 
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Bev Ziegler 
Photo 
10x6 

Eulogy for Fritz 

; however, my peering over the brink of his conta iner cou ldn't bring 

him cheer . 

Black-clad figures bustled about, bitch ing about the weather, "Three 

today . . . gotta rush around . .. colder than hell," 

Strange, he looked worse three days ago, than he does here. 

You left me nothing to remember, not even some bread . 

Living eyes gazed upon the dead. 

I cried, once, a few nights ago; not for missing you but for 

what I never had . 

You were a lousy Dad . 

A solid steel box. Jesus, was that heavy. 

Had to make it tough right to the end. 

I slipped on those damned steps . 

step . 

The real one slipped away before I knew him, you were my next. 

I met the third one last summer. 

All this messes up my head . 

Living eyes gazed upon the dead . 

Think I'll ask someone where they put you , (wish we'd gone fishin' ) 

maybe drive over and read your marker. 

Sorry Fritz, this is all you left me; 

but I love yciu 
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Mary Gould 
Photo 

8½ x9¾ 

The teeter totter times in our backyard, 
Back and forth like some Canadian geese. 
Tried monkey bars call back, defeat hits hard. 
Swinging high, above clouds and falling leaves. 

Shorts and Sneakers force my past to return . 
Tough skateboards with bruised legs and cindered knees, 
Faded scars of scrapes and peeling sunburns; 
Stitched leotards from frequent falls finds me ... 

Wondering whether my mother was right . 
Scolding scenes made tears and some misery. 
Pouting to my room , hiding tears from sight; 
Piano Practice . .. hating History . 

When gullible crys of childhood glide home, 
Please push me high, as I can't fly alone. 

Bev Veleska 
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DISLODGED 

Right off the mountain 
left down in the dumps, 
you can pick me up anytime ... 

Under melting sky 
silver paddles etched golden waves 
across the stilled pastoral 
to a peace of yesterday . . . the full moon laughed 

in the wake of night 
at the sensual yodels 
of each naked voice 
striping silence, 
echoing forever 
everloud off evergreens 
- the call of the wild. 

the fire keeps on burning, 

the memory burns warmer than most .. . 

driftwood enlightenly aglow 
kindling from stars to sun; 
dogwood barking at blue flames 
singeing brows and roasting skin 
and scorching the marshmallow twigs 
to an everlasting stick, 
all the while we fired-up 
(hot weed and devil juice) 
toasting tomorrow .. . 

. . . which is today. 
So, here I am 
embering away 
sitting on my ash 
waiting for another. 

John Kirkmire 
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Gary Hillerga 
Wood sculpture' 

13½ X 13½ 
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Renata Nurt 
Ink 

16x8¾ 

To H.B. Garden 

Although probably never 
I thiok if I might wait 
I, like a small green plant 
could push through 

making a crack in your cement 

and grow slowly, 
from a wind-blown seed 
root-sprout-greeness 
cracking all unnecessary hardness 

a crust 
and finding under mortar 
earth , thick with worms that 
sift, turn over and soften soi I 

_ _ on sprout-a-dirt p~rticle of yours 
cling_rng to roots as green tips lean upward 
thrrvrng on sunlight made bright 

by greyness 
and when cement is turned and 

is mi xing with earth it 
will show a rich browness that was promised 

by brown line 
seen through crack 

and then 
a garden 
with flowers able to survive 
a frost and children's feet 
so much better 
than the quick colors I see 
in a greenhouse 

Paula Weld 
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The sound of their laughter and good-byes 
Still rings in my ears 
As now we leave the mountains behind 
And the clouds of night roll to hide them 

It seems a long lonesome road 
Away from al I that cal led me up there 
In the black of night, shadow of morning 
Where my heart was close to Orion 
And my breath a part of the newborn wind 

I heard Him call me through the whisper of the trees 
As I stood looking down upon the land 
Gathering the wisdom of at least a million years 
Into a fleeting second of my time 

The sound of their good-byes 
Still rings in my ears 
Like the echo of the valley people 
From the top of the world I heard 
And the clouds of night rolled to hide me 

To leave the mountains now 
To find my way back home 
Is a fact of my life 
But one day I'll be back to sway in the pines 
And join the wind on its search for a true home 

r. I. finley 
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Juliana Van Meter 
Pencil 
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"Winter Dream" 

They asked me what my plans were for my I ife, 

I slipped into quiet desperation. 

Their expectat ions for me made for stri fe, 

Entangled , I sought their resurrection. 

The t ruth must out , I must confess my sin : 

I have no pl ans no r sc int ill atin g goal, 

Nor is a crown of glory mine to win; 

It's ordinary what is in this soul. .. 

I can feel your warm breath w hen you k iss me, 

M y arms embrace you as you slowly sway, 

I can feel your breast pressed ti ght against me, 

You murmur, I love you in every way. 

An owl hoots across the di stant mil es, 

She st irs bes ide me ... in her sleep she smiles. 

Leo Chen 
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Yellow red 
STOP 

someone else's turn 
Green signals go you son of a 
Bitch, bitch, bitch. 

Slower, slower. You're not moving fast enough. 
Screeching, shouting at your sickening 
Slowness 
of speed that my stomach begins to 
smear my mind (they're both churning) 

faster, faster 
scrimage to scrunch you 
you screwball 
Push down 
a little hard, put on some PRESSURE 
apply some movement, give it some gas 
Your stubborn steel stifled my patience; 
no longer could I take it 
going around you (who tricked who 
?) 

you 

crushed, crumpled, and clobbered me. 

Suzanne Bruno 
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Spring is near, 

But still so shy, 

Rendezvous 

Shivering under a thick woolen coat, 

Clutching with clenched fist the wrapping to its breast, 

And waiting, waiting . 

Life is here. 

flinging its arms wide, 

Reaching for the sun, 

Running for the sky, in eagerness ... 

Stumbling .. . falling, but rising 

joining Spring 

And blossoming in 

a burst of green and orange. 

Clayton Bohnke 
Watercolor 

16x20 21 

Eva Lanyi 



Bev Ziegler 
Photo 
8 X 10 

Headpiece 

In thought I sat. 
Into your eyes, staring. 

You god damn Bitch! 
Why do you look at me so sweetly? 

Do you do this in spite? 

Am I wrong? 
My emotions are too strong to be toyed. 

Child. 
If only I could split your skull, to open wide. 

Placing my broken whisper: 

Making you understand, 

That I love you more than I hate you. 

Robert Clifford 
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Indian Requiem 

Soft breezes, cheerful birds . 
No one hides, all is forgotten. 
Indian rites, peaceful marriage. 
Cavalry rides in, people flee. 
They are left hanging in a tree . 
While the soldiers steal away. 

Lonely night, all is silence. 
There is no pitance. 
Slowly walking through the night. 
There is no Twilight. 

No more swaying of the trees. 
Soft breezes are not heard . 
Only a small child is crying. 
Her people are dying, 
Though she does not understand. 
She does not take revenge. 

Hands are not touched. 
No one can feel. 
Nothing left but ashes. 
A moonbeam breaks the cold . 

Lynda Gabler 
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I'm but an ember 

but can remember 

dancing high and proud . 

Oh! How I could 

dance on the wood 

While laughing long and loud. 

In times of gloom 

I I it the room 

and fondled all the kindling. 

Too late I've learned 

it's life I've burned 

and now my light is dwindling. 

I'm but an ember 

but please remember 

my being's been a joke. 

I can't avoid 

what I've destroyed: 

my life's gone up in smoke. 

Donald F. Fox 
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red mouth 

descending 

falling through 

plains of cloud 

resting on 

ripe fl esh 

quivering with 

mysterious warmth 

tender 

undulations 

weightless bones 

pressing on 

a velvet mat 

Linda Armstrong 
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John Borelli 
Colored Pencil 

5 X 12 



Tired? 

Just one 
long 

eternal 
blink 
will 
do the trick. 

TRY. 

What happens 
when 

you 
DIE? 

EdHettig 

Saint Patrick's Cathedral 

Twin spires, ashen tapers 
Discarded by an anarchy of chrome and glass; 

Ashen tapers, sanded steeples 
Filtered through a chi ld's moist fingers; 

Locked among the parcelled shards of space and steel , 
Among the temporal monograms 

Of o li garchs impassive to the hourglass 
And to filtered sand through the fingers of a child. 

Moses S. Koch 
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The poplars line this street 
like soldiers, arched 
against a greying sky, 
congruent with the iron spears 
that lock hands around her home. 

Silhouettes of gables 
crown 
this noble place 
so intricately carved 
to grace those faded days 
when time was spent 
seeing . 
Behind the massive doors, 
enchanted rooms are filled 
with the passions of her life, 
while the odor of ambrosia 
permeates the ai r. 

Hues of tired scar let clothe 
antiques of fondled wood, 
and rose stained walls 
display 
the chalk impressions of her past. 

Her cat lies 
stretched 
in tuhed velvet 
lulled by rhythmic sounds 
the rocker makes, while wearing scars 
in the floral patterned rug. 

Her grey braids shine with silver, 
as light streams through the lace 
that 's etched in wavy glass. 
A halo, it seems 
surrounds her ageless face . 

Her laughter sohly echoes 
as she reaches for my hand 
and offers me a chocolate 
and shares her peace of mind, 
the essence 
of her soul. 

Outside, the poplars guard her 
and her memories of joy and pain. 
Both jester and sage -
she's played them well 
for that bittersweet ovation called life. 

Caroll Bowman 
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Chuga chuga 
chew-chew, chug-chug, 
chew-chew-chew, 

to S.S. 

c/ o t.c . 

chugachuga chug .. ah - "Overloaded champagne caboosey 
returning to depot. " 

ah-oh. 

I hear you ramblin', 
it won't be long. 

(migraine spikes signal the upper track) 

Inverse locomotion spewing 
up, up, up the steaming Stench Valley Tunnel, 
burning off Esophagus Curve, 
blazing through Adenoidville, 
blasting past the cavern columns of Lovers' Lane North, 
chaotically gouging the festive night 
with a smsmash! 

into the station house wall, 
and a spsplash! 

upon the conductor's dinner shoes. 

Debby Lembo 
Colored Pencil 

10½ x6¼ 33 

Miles Dowd 



Poem For Yesterday 

You were so lovely 
made of parks with trees and lakes 

oceans, fl owers, and 
lovers 

of roads with directions 
and a light at the end of a far 

extending tunnel
Yesterday, 

you were a lovely temptress in 
white sat in 

radiant walking with Dianna 
glorious with Phoebus 

and so pure 
Lancelot, and Quixote never knew it so 

Mighty Yesterday, 
if you were bottled today 

you'd bear a skull and crossbones 
Your manna is arsenic 

and your beauty: 
Medusa in a gaze 

You were so gracious, i built you a cast le 
and made you a destination 

and i keep trying to jump back 
to times of parks and trees 

of a lover so tender and a love so warm 
it's all cold ashes Yesterday 

cremated - the white charcoaled remains smolder 
and the skull and crossbones are tilted 

and i li ck the arsenic off my lips, and i sit back 
in catatonic fantasy, 

dying of yesterday . 

patricia hess 
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Pencil Charcoal 
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Saturday Night Lights 

Distance makes it all cleaner, clearer, 
All so perfect, all so pretty . 

The dazzle of the tall thrusts from the horizon 
creates an ambiguity: 

Powerful , petite. 

Behold the panoramic view of the uncertainty . 
Enter the shadows between the sparkle, 
See the forms that catch the lights: 

Read ing bifocals on the aged widow 
who knits alone for no one, for the 32nd year. 

A 1V screen helping the fat milkman from talking 
to his ugly mate. 

A high fly ball held briefly in the stadium lights 
as the strong, young hopeful sees himself 
twirling up, up, up, - to a zenith, 
and down, to ret ire the side. 

Fresh blood oozing on the pavement, 
which hurri ers c ircumnavigate, 
lest their forty dollar shoes are spotted . 

A can touched in the beam of headlights 
as a ten-year old kicks his way home. 
Neighbors looking from their doorways, 
curious of the noise, never the boy. 

The gaudy pink of motel neon 
under which the young woman hides in darkness 
with a liquor-breathed stranger, 
who empties hi s guilt into her . 

The smooth, blue-white of a knife 
swiftly ribboning the black to belie 
the tremble, in challenge to the oncoming, 
steady, gold, rai sed numerals . 

(can't) 
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The glistening wet ice reflecting the beer sign, 
and the twinkle in the happy eye, 
laughing until last call and the quiet street, 
and the quiet room with no juke box. 

The unpretentious silver of the crucifix 
dangling from the wrinkled hand of the old priest, 
shaking, 
beginning to doubt. 

The blinding brilliance of a faint night light 
reflected in the one eye of a ragged teddy bear, 
held tightly by a small child 
sleeping soundly and hungry for tomorrow. 

Greg Kane 

The Vigil 

I await for this Tomorrow Tomorrow has crept into camp, 
Covering its noisy steps 

with the crackle of the fire 
and the hiss of the gas lantern . 

to boldly announce its presence 
and become Day. 

She sleeps peacefully, 
Unknowing of this intruder 

safe under thick canvas 
and my close guard . 
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I'll see her rise, 
Encumbered by slumbers' clingings, 

hopeful and trusting. 

Greg Kane 



Wi nterWanderland 

Colorless surrounding days hibernate in absorbing grey tombs 

and feelings are dead, 
well , at least not alive. 

The Wind - needling the unprotected face, 
threading tears out frosty eyes . 

The Snow - sewing a blanket with icycle lace, 
pinning the winterones behind , blind . 

The Coldness ... why is it always snowing when alone? 
where the hell is the bus/ plane/ train/ heart? 

. move that ass . 

Unwanted coming clouds make me abort northern wombs 

and feelings are dead, 
well, at least not alive. 

So to Florida -
bikinis are warmer than coats . 

John Kirkmire 
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Renata Nurt 
Ink 
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Jewish Homicide 

Crops grow up 
in the country 

tall green stu rdy 
yet 
tender to touch 

you know sometimes 
barnyard piggies 
di(n)e 
on these crops (they love fresh crops) 

Makin' the 
fascist farmer 

real pissed 

so off to market 
the porkers go 

squeal in' 
gruntin' 
oinkin' 

shitn' 
annn' 

wishin' 
they had wallowed in the mud that day 

Ed Hettig 
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Michael A. Yetto 
Photo 
4¼ x6 



Night Poem 

I have a need. 
A persona l craving 
to write thi s night. 
It is raining. 
Cars are running 
down the expressway, 
And I can not sleep. 

I need a song 
To keep the rain away . 
Some nights 
It rains forever 
And when your mind can't sleep, 

Words rush through it. 
Pinning the Eyelids open, 
Forc ing the Pen 
To search for letters 
It will never find . 

Sometimes I wonder 
If being a Poet 
Is worth al l the turmoil 
Of being kept awake all night 
Waiting for words to arrive . 

Cornelius Robert Eady 

Library Western 

A cowboy wa lks in to a library wearing psychedeli c clothing 
He sits down at a desk to read poetry. 
The world whirls by him, 
As he sits on his mind-prari e, 
With Denise Levertov . 

the coyoti es howl 
in anti -war sentiments. 

Cornelius Robert Eady 
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Clayton Bohnke 
Ink 

18 x24 
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Sunday morning sheets 

hold the body making 
warmth such a close envelope 

in the haze of dawn 
Yawning 

Amid streaks of sunlight 
pouring over wisps of hair and 

snatches of skin 

Keep a place open 
for strangers in your 

sunday morning sheets 

Eileen Trohanowsky 

Sitting in 
big wooden chairs, the ones that 
are harder than the trees they' re made of. 

Crawling through 
images that people fill the world with 
and teach the children to repeat. 

Refusing to make sense 
no matter how the pieces are placed in 
the jigsaw of minds. 

Thoughts remain 
pale crysta'I questions 
glistening at the end of the tongue, 
echoing down the halls of men. 

Unanswered. 

Eileen Trohanowsky 
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Bill Holowka 
Colored Penci I 
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Trapped at 5th and Main 

caught by the flow of cars 
whizzing by 

the brown earth blends in 
with the sky of clouds 

Trapped between noon and night 

smiling but not moving 
waiting impatiently 

time goes on 
but I stop 

Wanting to move with the earth 
and blend into the sky 

but 

Trapped at 5th and Main 

the light turns green 

Linda Rosa 

An n Lisman 
Linoleum block print on leather 

4(> 6 X 6½ 



you folks have been great .. ·. 
I thank you . .. bye. 

Ed 


